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Magento: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Magento is the world's most evolved e-commerce solution. It runs on the Apache/MySQL/PHP platform. From one installation, you can control multiple storefronts, all sharing customer and product information. Magento's templates and themes enable you to customize the look and feel of your store, even optimizing it for mobile phones. Extensions...
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Essential PHP SecurityO'Reilly, 2005
Being highly flexible in building dynamic, database-driven web  applications makes the PHP programming language one of the most popular web  development tools in use today. It also works beautifully with other open source  tools, such as the MySQL database and the Apache web server. However, as more  web sites are developed in...
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Red Hat Linux Security and OptimizationRed Hat, 2001
Your Official Red Hat® Linux® Guide to Security and Optimization Reviewed and approved by the experts at Red Hat, this comprehensive guide delivers the know-how you need to improve the performance of your Red Hat Linux system—and protect it from attacks and break-ins. Red Hat Linux expert Mohammed Kabir starts by...
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Plone 3 for EducationPackt Publishing, 2009
Why do so many schools have terrible websites? Talk to the people in charge, and you rarely find incompetence. On the contrary, the web team is often the first to express dissatisfaction, but their hands are tied by some combination of these problems:

• The webmaster bottleneck. Everyone is busy. If editing web content is any harder...
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Producing Open Source Software : How to Run a Successful Free Software ProjectO'Reilly, 2005
The corporate market is now embracing free, "open source"  software like never before, as evidenced by the recent success of the  technologies underlying LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP). Each is the result  of a publicly collaborative process among numerous developers who volunteer  their time and energy to create...
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Tomcat: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
It takes a book as versatile as its subject to cover Apache Tomcat, the popular open source Servlet and JSP container and high performance web server. Tomcat: The Definitive Guide is a valuable reference for administrators and webmasters, a useful guide for programmers who want to use Tomcat as their web application server during...
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Learning Cassandra for AdministratorsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Understand the immense capabilities of Cassandra in managing large amounts of data and learn how to ensure that data is always available. This practical, hands-on guide takes you through every stage from installation to performance tuning.


	Overview

	
		Install and set up a multi datacenter Cassandra

...
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Mac OS X in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003
Mac OS X is a stunning technical achievement--a virtually crash-proof Unix core paired with the sleek Aqua interface, bringing style, usability, and stability to a new level. It has almost everything that Macintosh fans have been waiting for: protected memory, crash resistance, and the ability to run the 18,000 existing Mac programs and an...
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Apache Spark Deep Learning Cookbook: Over 80 recipes that streamline deep learning in a distributed environment with Apache SparkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A solution-based guide to put your deep learning models into production with the power of Apache Spark

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover practical recipes for distributed deep learning with Apache Spark
	
			Learn to use libraries such as Keras and TensorFlow
	
			Solve...
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Feedback Control of Computing SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A pioneering reference on control theory designed specifically for computer professionals
In today’s computerized economy, the profitability and availability of many businesses rely on a clear understanding of the dynamics of their computing systems, especially how they relate to changes in workloads and configuration.   Frequent,...
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Linux Security: Craig Hunt Linux LibraryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Authoritative Answers to All Your Linux Security Questions—Specifically for Linux Administrators
    This is the most complete, most advanced guide to Linux security you’ll find anywhere. Written by a Linux security expert with over a decade of experience, Linux Security teaches you, step-by-step, all the...
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Professional Apache Tomcat 5 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
The Apache Tomcat server and related technologies give Java™ developers a rich set of tools to quickly build more sophisticated Web applications. Tomcat version 5 supports the latest JSP™ and Servlet specifications, JSP 2.0, and Servlets 2.4. This completely updated volume offers you a thorough education in Tomcat 5 as well as 4.1.
...
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